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sick as a dog started in 1705 to describe extreme sickness

like nausea reflecting the bad reputation of dogs during that

time similar phrases like sick as a horse and sick as a cat

emerged later despite horses not being able to vomit they

were still used in such expressions the term sick as a dog

originates from the 1700s when dogs typically lived outside in

poor conditions causing them to be far mangier dirtier and

sicker than today s well groomed show pieces people s

attitudes towards dogs back then is well captured in the

following sayings from the same era complete list of akc

recognized dog breeds includes personality history health

nutrition grooming pictures videos and akc breed standard

idioms sick as a dog meaning what does the saying sick as a
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dog mean idiom sick as a dog meaning if somebody s as sick

as a dog they throw up vomit violently country international

english subject area animals usage type both or all words

used contributor richard flynn definition example sentences

entries near show more save word sick as a dog idiom

informal very sick examples of sick as a dog in a sentence

recent examples on the and too many people have done so

anyway at their peril and ended up sick as a dog from

salmonella cyclospora campylobacter and more john mariani

forbes 1 mar 2021 slang very ill i haven t been avoiding you i

ve just been sick as a dog i had to go to the doctor on

monday because i was as sick as a dog all weekend haley

called out sick today and she really sounded sick as a dog

see also dog sick farlex dictionary of idioms 2024 farlex inc

all rights reserved sick as a dog idiom sick as a dog meaning

idiom sick as a dog to be very sick example sentences when

m y father caught me with a cigarette he made me smoke the

entire pack i was sick as a dog and i ve never touched a

cigarette again i decided to get the flu shot this year because
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last year i was sick as a dog proverbs 26 11 new

international version 11 as a dog returns to its vomit so fools

repeat their folly read full chapter proverbs 26 11 in all

english translations proverbs 25 proverbs 27 new

international version niv holy bible new international version

niv copyright 1973 1978 1984 2011 by biblica inc used by

permission the boy who was raised as a dog and other

stories from a child psychiatrist s notebook what traumatized

children can teach us about loss love and healing perry bruce

d szalavitz maia on amazon com free shipping on qualifying

offers meaning of sick as a dog in english sick as a dog

idiom add to word list vomiting a lot i was sick as a dog after

last night s meal smart vocabulary related words and phrases

vomiting feelings of sickness airsickness bring someone up

carsickness chunder disgorge greenly nauseatingly puke

retch sick something up the dog canis familiaris or canis

lupus familiaris is a domesticated descendant of the wolf also

called the domestic dog it is derived from the extinct

pleistocene wolf the gray wolf is the dog s closest living
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relative the dog was the first species to be domesticated by

humans what is the meaning behind the phrase sick as a dog

the phrase sick as a dog is a commonly used idiom that

denotes extreme sickness or physical discomfort in the

context of the song it symbolizes both the physical ailments

caused by addiction and the emotional turmoil experienced

by individuals struggling with addiction 4 1 dogs make us feel

less alone dogs can be there for you even when people can t

they offer unconditional love emotional support and constant

cuddles that help stave off social isolation a noun ˈdȯg

ˈdäg plural dogs synonyms of dog 1 a a carnivorous

mammal canis familiaris closely related to the gray wolf that

has long been domesticated as a pet occurs in a variety of

sizes colors and coat types and is sometimes trained to

perform special tasks such as herding guarding or acting as a

service animal the best breed for a first time dog owner is the

dog that matches your energy and attention level if you want

a dog that can go running with you choose an athletic dog

with endurance such as the labrador retriever if you prefer a
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calm lapdog the cavalier king charles spaniel is one such

breed then it s best to avoid high energy dog breeds answer

not great in fact i ve been sick as a dog for the last three

days interesting fact about sick as a dog the origin of the

phrase sick as a dog can be found in the early 1700 s when

it was common to compare undesirable things to dogs a dog

is a domestic mammal of the family canidae order carnivora it

is a subspecies of the gray wolf and is related to foxes and

jackals the dog is one of the two most ubiquitous and most

popular domestic animals in the world the cat is the other it

has lived with humans for more than 12 000 years 2 38 3 99

shipping as a dog thinketh daily words of wisdom for dog

people paperback november 7 2017 by monique anstee

author 4 8 120 ratings see all formats and editions daily

reflections and sound advice from a top dog trainer and

competitor confused by your canine 1 countable noun a dog

is a very common four legged animal that is often kept by

people as a pet or to guard or hunt there are many different

breeds of dog outside a dog was barking the dog growled
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again the british are renowned as a nation of dog lovers

synonyms hound canine bitch puppy more synonyms of dog

2 countable noun 3 min image image by cuppyuppycake

moment getty images about this quiz we re taking being

envious of your pooch to a whole new level with this quiz

instead of being jealous of your dog s pampered lifestyle let s

find out what kind of dog you would be then you can imagine

yourself being as loved and cherished as your best friend
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sick as a dog meaning origin example

sentence history

May 02 2024

sick as a dog started in 1705 to describe extreme sickness

like nausea reflecting the bad reputation of dogs during that

time similar phrases like sick as a horse and sick as a cat

emerged later despite horses not being able to vomit they

were still used in such expressions

sick as a dog origin grammar monster

Apr 01 2024

the term sick as a dog originates from the 1700s when dogs

typically lived outside in poor conditions causing them to be

far mangier dirtier and sicker than today s well groomed show

pieces people s attitudes towards dogs back then is well

captured in the following sayings from the same era
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dog breeds types of dogs american

kennel club

Feb 29 2024

complete list of akc recognized dog breeds includes

personality history health nutrition grooming pictures videos

and akc breed standard

sick as a dog meaning usingenglish com

Jan 30 2024

idioms sick as a dog meaning what does the saying sick as a

dog mean idiom sick as a dog meaning if somebody s as sick

as a dog they throw up vomit violently country international

english subject area animals usage type both or all words

used contributor richard flynn
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sick as a dog definition meaning merriam

webster

Dec 29 2023

definition example sentences entries near show more save

word sick as a dog idiom informal very sick examples of sick

as a dog in a sentence recent examples on the and too many

people have done so anyway at their peril and ended up sick

as a dog from salmonella cyclospora campylobacter and

more john mariani forbes 1 mar 2021

as sick as a dog idioms by the free

dictionary

Nov 27 2023

slang very ill i haven t been avoiding you i ve just been sick

as a dog i had to go to the doctor on monday because i was

as sick as a dog all weekend haley called out sick today and

http://samsungevents2020.mombaby.com.tw/
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she really sounded sick as a dog see also dog sick farlex

dictionary of idioms 2024 farlex inc all rights reserved sick as

a dog

idiom sick as a dog oyster english

Oct 27 2023

idiom sick as a dog meaning idiom sick as a dog to be very

sick example sentences when m y father caught me with a

cigarette he made me smoke the entire pack i was sick as a

dog and i ve never touched a cigarette again i decided to get

the flu shot this year because last year i was sick as a dog

proverbs 26 11 niv as a dog returns to

its vomit so fools

Sep 25 2023

proverbs 26 11 new international version 11 as a dog returns

to its vomit so fools repeat their folly read full chapter
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proverbs 26 11 in all english translations proverbs 25

proverbs 27 new international version niv holy bible new

international version niv copyright 1973 1978 1984 2011 by

biblica inc used by permission

the boy who was raised as a dog and

other stories from a

Aug 25 2023

the boy who was raised as a dog and other stories from a

child psychiatrist s notebook what traumatized children can

teach us about loss love and healing perry bruce d szalavitz

maia on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers

sick as a dog english meaning cambridge

dictionary

Jul 24 2023
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meaning of sick as a dog in english sick as a dog idiom add

to word list vomiting a lot i was sick as a dog after last night s

meal smart vocabulary related words and phrases vomiting

feelings of sickness airsickness bring someone up

carsickness chunder disgorge greenly nauseatingly puke

retch sick something up

dog wikipedia

Jun 22 2023

the dog canis familiaris or canis lupus familiaris is a

domesticated descendant of the wolf also called the domestic

dog it is derived from the extinct pleistocene wolf the gray

wolf is the dog s closest living relative the dog was the first

species to be domesticated by humans

the meaning behind the song sick as a
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dog by aerosmith

May 22 2023

what is the meaning behind the phrase sick as a dog the

phrase sick as a dog is a commonly used idiom that denotes

extreme sickness or physical discomfort in the context of the

song it symbolizes both the physical ailments caused by

addiction and the emotional turmoil experienced by

individuals struggling with addiction 4

10 benefits of having a dog according to

scientific research

Apr 20 2023

1 dogs make us feel less alone dogs can be there for you

even when people can t they offer unconditional love

emotional support and constant cuddles that help stave off

social isolation a
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dog definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 20 2023

noun ˈdȯg ˈdäg plural dogs synonyms of dog 1 a a

carnivorous mammal canis familiaris closely related to the

gray wolf that has long been domesticated as a pet occurs in

a variety of sizes colors and coat types and is sometimes

trained to perform special tasks such as herding guarding or

acting as a service animal

14 best dogs for first time owners the

spruce pets

Feb 16 2023

the best breed for a first time dog owner is the dog that

matches your energy and attention level if you want a dog

that can go running with you choose an athletic dog with

endurance such as the labrador retriever if you prefer a calm
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lapdog the cavalier king charles spaniel is one such breed

then it s best to avoid high energy dog breeds

sick as a dog phrase definition origin

examples

Jan 18 2023

answer not great in fact i ve been sick as a dog for the last

three days interesting fact about sick as a dog the origin of

the phrase sick as a dog can be found in the early 1700 s

when it was common to compare undesirable things to dogs

dog history domestication physical traits

breeds facts

Dec 17 2022

a dog is a domestic mammal of the family canidae order

carnivora it is a subspecies of the gray wolf and is related to
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foxes and jackals the dog is one of the two most ubiquitous

and most popular domestic animals in the world the cat is the

other it has lived with humans for more than 12 000 years

as a dog thinketh daily words of wisdom

for dog people

Nov 15 2022

2 38 3 99 shipping as a dog thinketh daily words of wisdom

for dog people paperback november 7 2017 by monique

anstee author 4 8 120 ratings see all formats and editions

daily reflections and sound advice from a top dog trainer and

competitor confused by your canine

dog definition and meaning collins

english dictionary

Oct 15 2022
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1 countable noun a dog is a very common four legged animal

that is often kept by people as a pet or to guard or hunt there

are many different breeds of dog outside a dog was barking

the dog growled again the british are renowned as a nation of

dog lovers synonyms hound canine bitch puppy more

synonyms of dog 2 countable noun

if you were a dog what breed would you

be howstuffworks

Sep 13 2022

3 min image image by cuppyuppycake moment getty images

about this quiz we re taking being envious of your pooch to a

whole new level with this quiz instead of being jealous of your

dog s pampered lifestyle let s find out what kind of dog you

would be then you can imagine yourself being as loved and

cherished as your best friend
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